This map shows the Nsjanje district and its Traditional Authorities. Situational information was supplied through several rapid assessments by UNDAC teams in coordination with the local government.

Data sources:
Situation data: UNDAC, Local Government Boundaries: Geonode
Settlements: NGA
Transportation: OSM
Physical features: MASDAP

Detailed information of southern Nsanje District can be viewed on Map MA027: http://mapaction.org/map-catalogue/ma027

Detailed information of the eastern part of the Traditional Authority Mbenje can be viewed on Map MA028

Detailed information of southern Nsanje District can be viewed on Map MA013: http://mapaction.org/map-catalogue/mapdetail/3681.html

Detailed information of Nsjanje City can be viewed on Map MA026: http://mapaction.org/map-catalogue/ma026
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